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The company has some very ambitious aspirations of becoming “a long-life top 10 cobalt miner” and
some of the recent announcements have been very encouraging. While this stock is probably too small
for most of our institutional clients yet… in my view there is definitely scope for that to change rapidly if
the PFS in Q2 CY18 confirms the recent Scoping Study outcomes.
Clearly cobalt is one of the key battery thematic commodities… like lithium and graphite… but
importantly cobalt is significantly less abundant.
Important context on cobalt – there are very limited viable cobalt exposures for institutional
investors
-

~50-60% of cobalt supply comes from the DRC (sovereign risk is too high for most institutional
investors).

-

~95% of cobalt supply as by-product from copper or nickel mines (i.e. % of revenue of cobalt is
too small to provide sufficient cobalt exposure).

-

Only ~2-5% of the cobalt supply comes from primary cobalt deposits (where % revenue is well
over 50% cobalt).

Cobalt Blue (COB)
-

Thackaringa project is based in NSW (near Broken Hill) – much more palatable sovereign risk
than many jurisdictions (especially the DRC!).

-

Project has scale: 55mt in resource 910ppm cobalt.

-

The company is targeting a 5mtpa project producing ~4ktpa of cobalt sulphate (historically
attracts a ~10% premium price over cobalt metal).

-

Where does the key risk lie? Metallurgy
o A number of previous owners have tried to get the metallurgy to work without success
(the key risk for COB is that it suffers the same fate).
o

But if COB can come up with a viable metallurgical solution… the upside could be very
substantial.

o

From what we can gauge from the company’s releases, the initial metallurgical work
undertaken during the Scoping Study has been very encouraging.

o

The company recently stated testwork during the Scoping Study confirmed “~90%
cobalt recovery from in ground to payable metal”.

o
-

Testwork in the Scoping Study was only small scale… but is now moving to larger scale
~1,000kg tests as part of the PFS (results due in Q4 CY17 – a key catalyst for COB).

What might success look like?
o

If the larger scale metallurgical testing continues to confirm the smaller scale test results
– i.e. 90% recoveries from ore to payable metal.

o

While we won’t know any of the project capex/opex until completion of the PFS in Q2
CY18, we see potential for COB to become:
(1) A large scale producer;
(2) An essentially pure-cobalt play;
(3) In a safe jurisdiction (Australia).

o

-

We believe this would make COB very appealing to global investors – as it would
become the only listed exposure globally which ticks all three of these boxes (to
our knowledge)

Substantial potential value
o

While we won’t have a good handle on capex and opex until the PFS, the model below
provides our indicative estimates of what Thackaringa might look like, if the PFS
metallurgical testwork confirms the Scoping Study outcomes.

o

Bottom line: The NPV of Thackaringa could potentially be hundreds of millions of
dollars… vs. the current fully diluted market cap of ~A$20m with ~A$6m in cash (an EV
of just A$14m).

o

As such, we regard COB as a very interesting risk/reward proposition.
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Disclosure: I recently purchased shares in Cobalt Blue (after the release of the Scoping Study)
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